America the Story of US: Boom

1) _______ powered the 20th century and built the modern world. It’s also known as ______________.

2) Oil is made from the remains of tiny _______________ in the world’s oceans that have been down there for as long as _____ million years.

3) Native Americans used oil as ________________.

4) A ______ of coal has __________ the energy as oil.

5) The Hamill Rig pumped out ____________ barrels of oil a day.

6) Oil production in the US marked the beginning of the __________________________.

7) The price of oil was cheaper than ____________.

8) _______________ was the maker of the Model T, the car for the common man.

9) ______________________ land was the biggest advertising sign on the planet. What part was dropped later? ________________

10) The __________________________ changed the face of the west and saved LA.

11) World War 1 created massive demands for ____________, _______, and _______.

12) Between 1915-1930 _______ million black southerners headed north for a better life. This was known as "The _____________________________."

13) The Ford Company was unique because it paid black and white workers __________ pay.

14) The ___________________________ began on a beach in July 1919. The riots lasted ____ days, ________ were wounded, ________ died, and ________ of the dead were black.

15) The Chicago Race Riots sparked riots in ____ more cities in America. This time was known as "The ___________________________

16) In 1828 ____________________________ was the first black congressman elected in the north.

   How many years later was the first black president elected? ____

17) On Jan. 16, 1919 the 18th amendment to the Constitution was ratified. ______________ makes the manufacturing and selling of alcohol illegal.

   Look it up: What does ratify mean? ____________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________

18) ________________ were in charge of the illegal liquor trade.
19) Al Capone earned over __________ per minute. In today's money that would amount to __________ per minute.

20) ____________________ pioneered the science of ballistic forensics.

21) Although Al Capone could not be charged with murder he was convicted of ___________ on Oct. 18, 1931.

22) On ____________________, Prohibition was abolished because the US needed money. This was the first time an amendment to the Constitution had been _________________.

Look it up: What does repeal mean?______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________